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Abstract

Traditional classrooms have been often regarded as closed spaces within which experimentation, discussion and exploration of ideas occur. Professors have been used to being able to express ideas frankly, and occasionally rashly while discussions are ephemeral and conventional student work is submitted, graded and often shredded.

However, digital tools have transformed the nature of privacy.

As we move towards the creation of life-long archives of our personal learning, we collect material created in various 'classrooms'. Some of these are public, and open, but others were created within 'circles of trust' with expectations of privacy and anonymity by learners.

Taking the Creative Commons license as a starting point, this paper looks at what rights and expectations of privacy exist in learning environments? What methods might we use to define a 'privacy license' for learning? How should the privacy rights of learners be balanced with the need to encourage open learning and with the creation of eportfolios as evidence of learning? How might we define different learning spaces and the privacy rights associated with them? Which class activities are 'private' and closed to the class, which are open and what lies between? A limited set of set of metrics or zones is proposed, along the axes of private-public, anonymous-attributable and non-commercial-commercial to define learning spaces and the digital footprints created within them.

The application of these not only to the artefacts which reflect learning, but to the learning spaces, and indeed to digital media more broadly are explored. The possibility that these might inform not only teaching practice but also grading rubrics in disciplines where public engagement is required will also be explored, along with the need for consideration by educational institutions of the data rights of students.

====================================
Introduction: Naked on the internet

The ‘sanctity of the classroom’ has been destroyed, like all privacy, by the internet. The pre-digital classroom was a space in which there was both an implicit right of privacy and tolerance of error. In the digital classroom, everything is recorded, and may emerge to be used against you. All personal learning is now public, but we have not fully come to terms with the implications of the confluence of ubiquitous data capture, research based learning and the archiving by learners of their experiential learning as evidence of achievement. This paper summarises several ‘old school’ positions, outlines the contemporary transformations and seeks to draw those together and offer concepts which might inform future practice.

Privacy and Persistent Personal Learning Archives

The initial issue is based on an assumption not widely stated – that learners portfolios are becoming persistent personal lifelong learning archives. There are two prime reasons for this – maintaining a personal learning journal, and being able to present material either for RPL or as evidence of skills for employers or clients. Ubiquitous use of digital learning environments, easy data capture and cheap storage make the creation of extensive Personal Learning Archives possible now in a way not hitherto possible. A consequence of this is that a students Persistent Personal Learning Archive will include not only evidence of that students own learning, but also text, audio and video recordings which include other students’ personally identifiable information, original intellectual property, and statements not intended for publication outside the ‘classroom’; some of which may reflect poorly on other students.

As an example of how this might be problematic, suppose you present in an interview a short video clip of a classroom discussion on a controversial topic in which you demonstrate excellence and I appear to be incompetent or immoral – and I happen to be the next candidate facing that interview board. This is now a plausible scenario, whereas a decade ago it was impossible. The transformation in digital media over the past decade has radically changed things which we formerly took for granted.

Truths Old and New

Sanctity of the classroom

The ‘sanctity of the classroom’ was traditionally linked to a physical space within which professors held authority, even if they were wrong, and students occasionally had freedom to be stupid – the greater the error, the more the learning. There was a clear space within which ‘academic freedom’ was
protected. 'Academic freedom' clearly included teaching in texts like the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure by the AAUP, a defining text which identified extramural space, and, by implication, intramural space. It was extended in 1970 to include teaching assistants, and, since in recent years it has become common to accept that students are important participants in learning, it seems logical to argue that they also enjoy a right of academic freedom. (“1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure,” n.d.)

The erosion of privacy in the digital age, and the increasing use of online learning, particularly social media tools, make it harder to draw clear distinctions between intramural and extramural spaces, and to map out which conversations are protected by the academic freedom to engage in controversy, and which are not. While the role of the student as an active partner in learning is now widely accepted, formal definitions of academic freedom have not recognized learners rights to 'academic freedom'. In class simulations in International Relations, Politics or mock trials, it is usually pedagogically desirable to have learners play the role of the 'bad guy' and enunciate points of view which are ethically wrong, and which might even be illegal outside the 'classroom'.

Data Creation and protection

We are now all data creators. Everything that is captured digitally is data. Data protection principles were defined when the creation of digital records was almost exclusively the province of large organisations. Access to that data was controlled, and 'data controllers' could be identified and assigned clear responsibilities under data protection law.

But now we are all data creators, and most data is open.

Advances in technology like voice and face recognition now means that data is not only alphanumeric, but visual and audio. Now, when you capture digital video in a seminar, you are creating data which includes time stamped, geolocated personally identifying information for everyone who might be recognizable in the background. We have seen popular hostility to technology like Google Glass in bars, but it also has implications for the academic seminar.

Content and Process in Learning

Approaches to university teaching have changed profoundly in the past 30 years. Formerly university teaching was heavily content driven. Where it had a relationship to research, it was research-informed rather than research based. Learning is now interactive, student centred, often research based and seeks to develop self-regulated and self-directed lifelong learning skills which demands a transformative engagement with metacognitive issues to cross critical thresholds which will often alter the learners epistemological and even
ontological perspective. It is now clear that students must not only acquire foundational knowledge in their disciplines, but also skills and abilities which require them to engage with metacognitive issues in an experimental way.

**Knowledge Creation**

Whereas universities prepared students for careers in well-defined, and reasonably stable professions, we now live in an era which is 'volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous.' Many universities now explicitly claim to be educating students for the 'knowledge economy' or to be 'knowledge creators' Nonaka defines knowledge as 'justified true belief' (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) and explains that making tacit knowledge explicit requires exposing to scrutiny the beliefs which justify or underpin our construction of knowledge.

A key part of knowledge creation is managing the conversations so that this exploration of the 'feelings and belief systems' can take place in a 'caring atmosphere' which free the process from 'distrust and fear, and break down personal and organisational barriers' (Von Krogh, 2000) Creating a learning space in which this can happen is now a key challenge.

**Research Ethics**

Previously, research was something which a researcher performed on research subjects. Any comprehensive approach needs to consider not only the issue of classroom privacy, but also the impact on learner privacy of research on teaching and learning, and of the impact of the move to research-based learning. The first of these treats student learning experiences as a the subject of scholarly inquiry in order to improve the learning experience, with research ethics implications while in the second, students work as researchers, and where part of their research matter is their own personal learning, as well as the personal and collaborative learning of their classmates, the issues of ethics and social responsibility become more complex.

These profound changes in the landscape have already thrown up cases where issues of ethics and privacy arise at the meeting point of pedagogy and new media. There has been discussion about inappropriate student posts on social media, which must affect our use of social media tools for learning, while academic researchers have had problems with legal and ethical issues arising from research and from the public exposure of classroom work.

**The Problem: Cases**

**Angrymath**

In this context, MOOCs represent the most radical departure from the traditional classroom. We have seen how 'AngryMath' posted a detailed critique of faults and errors in Sebastian Thrun's famous Statistics 101 course which launched the MOOC as a mass market phenomenon, and forced Thrun to acknowledge the
need for changes and improvements. For those unfamiliar with the discussion, the debate showed points at which the teaching of an experienced academic in statistics were simply wrong.(Collins 2012)(Thrun 2012a)(Thrun 2012b)

Siegel
One of the most high profile recent cases of embarrassing digital content – albeit it social rather than class related, are the Evan Spiegel emails detailing his activities in his college fraternity. Spiegel, now CEO of Snapchat with a market valuation of $2bn, quickly disowned the emails, claiming “I’m mortified by my idiotic emails; they don’t reflect my views towards women” (Shontell 2014) Siegel may certainly have matured, but public opinion is often unforgiving.

Lessig
Noted internet scholar, Lawrence Lessig, found himself embroiled in legal action with a record label, over the question of ‘fair use’ of a music track in class (DeSantis 2013)

Missouri
More relevant is the case of class videos edited for political reasons. In one case some thirty hours of in-class videos were edited down to produce two seven minute videos which apparently showed University of Missouri faculty advocating the use of violence by workers in industrial disputes. The video material was part of a team taught distance education course which included both staff and students and was supposed to be visible only on the password protected university Blackboard LMS. As a result, the posting of the material on a public political website raised issues not only about academic expression in the ‘sanctity of the classroom’, and the employment security of the teaching staff involved, but also about student privacy. (Schmidt 2011) One consequence of that was a decision by the university that students who wished to record classes “would first have to obtain written permission from their professors and classmates” in order to “to protect “the sanctity of the classroom,” so students and faculty can freely express their opinions without worrying about their comments’ being posted online.” (Huckabee 2011)

T3
On the other hand, internet researchers have proven to be remiss in their grasp of privacy concerns, and in the case of the “Tastes, Ties and Time (Zimmer, 2010) research, even institutional ethics review boards have been found wanting. The T3 research project involved the manual collection by RA (resident advisors) of Facebook data on a cohort of undergraduate students at an anonymous college in the North-Eastern United States. The intention was to gather this data for a cohort of students in each of their four undergraduate years, remove personally identifying information, and release it for research projects, subject to a range of conditions, including one explicitly prohibiting re-identifying the research subjects.
However, the process was flawed. Based on the geographical region, the size of the class and that it was a coed institution, a list of seven possible colleges was quickly identified. Based on the list of majors in the data set, it was easy to identify the institution as Harvard. Since some of the cases in the dataset were unique in terms of home state or ethnicity, it was theoretically possible to identify some of the subjects from other internet sources. (No reputable researcher claimed to have done this, but several pointed out it was possible).

Furthermore, the data collection method failed to recognise that while the data subjects may have shared some personal information within the network of classmates and RAs, publishing that dataset potentially exposed that information beyond the groups with whom those students were willing to share it.

Since university life is traditionally a time of personal transformation through both learning and extracurricular experience, it is possible that publication of the dataset and the risk of re-identification of the subjects could reveal explorations of a political, religious or sexual nature, the publication of which would certainly have been an invasion of privacy, damaging to the university experience and possibly personally damaging to at least some of the data subjects.

The researchers argued that all of the data was on the internet anyway, that they anonymised it, and that they had the college’s Committee on the Use of Human Subjects approval, and that

"The complete set of cultural taste labels provides a kind of “cultural fingerprint” for many students, and so these labels will be released only after a substantial delay in order to ensure that students’ identities remain anonymous.” (Zimmer, 2010)

This serves to reveal not so much the failures of the researchers as the virtual impossibility of truly anonymous research in the digital age. It predates significant debates on the erosion of privacy in the digital age, growing awareness of the use of the internet as a tool for surveillance and public concern over the meaning of privacy on social media, as well as the changing terms and conditions governing privacy on social media sites. Finally, it focuses on the old idea of the students as research subjects, rather than as active participants in research based, transformative learning. As digital pedagogy develops, it serves to show how we need a proactive approach to collaborative, transformative digital pedagogy which takes a positive approach to creating a culture of informed and respectful attitudes among students engaged in exploratory learning, and define reasonable conventions to allow deep exploration.

**Powers research on Twitter**

Powers research on Twitter chats is different inasmuch as twitter is a public space (Power, 2013). Her research was on twitter chats related to education which were linking together with hashtags (edchat, mathchat) and publicly archived on the web for later reference. Power encoded the transcripts using the CoI model; she included anonymised quotations in her research thus:
Participant 108: @participant186 The one thing admin could do to foster collab is to simply ask teachers, “What needs to happen in our school?” #edchat

Since these chats are archived publicly, (at http://edchat.pbworks.com) unlike the Facebook material in the T3 study, it is easy to track some of these back to the actual participants. In fact, it proved possible in the case of one anonymised participant to find not only her twitter username from the chat transcript, but from there her professional affiliations, profiles on Linkedin, Blogger, Pinterst and, thanks to Google Images, pictures of the research subject.

Power encoded the twitter chat transcripts using Garrisons ‘Community of Inquiry’ framework, a well known framework which has been widely used to study asynchronous online discussions. The CoI framework (Garrison 2000, 2007) explores the effectiveness of online discussions by looking at the interaction of social, teaching and cognitive presence, with the latter moving from triggering event, through exploration, integration and resolution. In all three samples analysed, Power found few, if any posts which could be coded as being in the resolution stage, a problem which is also seen in other studies using the CoI framework (Power, 2013)

**Facebook Emotion Study**

The most recent controversy in this area is the Facebook emotion control study, officially ‘Experimental evidence of massive-scale emotional contagion through social networks’ (Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014) in which researchers from Facebook, Cornell and the University of California manipulated newsfeeds to investigate impacts on moods. There is some dispute as to how far the study was reviewed by the IRB at Cornell, but in any event, Grimmelmann argues that it was not an observational study, but an experimental study, that as such it did not meet the ‘Common Rule’ Criteria for informed consent and asserts that “The study harmed participants:” His point that “The study itself is not the problem; the problem is our astonishingly low standards for Facebook and other digital manipulators.” is potentially relevant for educators, and students, whose transformative learning may involve manipulation through digital media. (Grimmelmann, 2014). Not surprisingly, it provoked calls for regulation:

“Jim Sheridan, a member of the Commons media select committee, said the experiment was intrusive. ‘This is extraordinarily powerful stuff and if there is
These cases show that there is a problem with privacy in the social and new media space, that it has touched on academic life, research and learning, and there have been initial efforts to deal with it, and calls for regulation. Researchers in the social sciences have bemoaned the application to their research of ethics protocols designed for biomedical sciences (Sikes & Piper, 2010) Two possibilities now confront academics: one is that ethical regulations derived from biomedical research or child protection will be applied to the use of new media in university and life long adult learning; the other is that we recognise that a key learning outcome of a university education is learning to manage transformative, knowledge creating conversations, and build both spaces and practices to scaffold it.

**Private, Personal and Public Learning Spaces: Creative Privacy**

Having looked at key transformations and at some cases where the meeting of the digital with students, research and learning went wrong, it is now time to look at possible pathways forward.

Creating some explicit practices and methods to deal with managing conversations and the spaces in which they happen may help to make this easier, and make it possible to grade performance in some way. It is difficult to make fully explicit the tacit skills involved in curating knowledge conversations, but some markers may be created on the path along this road less travelled.

Key issues which emerge from these cases are the differentiation of public and private spaces, the nature of informed consent and the difficulty of sustaining online discussion threads to the point of resolution. These are critical since students are being prepared for a world in which social media use for learning and work is pervasive, data creation and reuse is an everyday activity and knowledge creation requires managing conversations to resolution, for which a trusted space is important.

The question thus is: How can we create such spaces? How can we create a set of practices which make learners explicitly aware of the different dimensions of privacy?

A possible model which has successfully addressed complex intellectual property issues with simple rules is the Creative Commons License ("About The Licenses - Creative Commons," n.d.). The Creative Commons license is built on four simple blocks
Which build into 6 combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combination</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribution alone</td>
<td>BY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution + NoDerivatives</td>
<td>BY-ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution + ShareAlike</td>
<td>BY-SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution + Noncommercial</td>
<td>BY-NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution + Noncommercial + NoDerivatives</td>
<td>BY-NC-ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution + Noncommercial + ShareAlike</td>
<td>BY-NC-SA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A privacy scale which might do for privacy what the Creative Commons License does for creative works could look like this:

- Closed discussion where all participants require not to be quoted outside the group. (Sanctity of the Classroom; Confessional Rule)
- Closed discussion where all participants agree that discussions would not be quoted outside the group unless anonymised (Chatham House Rule)
- Closed discussion where the participants were willing to consider being quoted outside the group later only where permission for the quote was sought and given.
- Closed discussion where all agreed to be publicly quotable provided the quote was checked for accuracy.
- Closed discussion where all agreed to be publicly quotable. (Open)
- Open discussion in a public forum (Public)

Traditional conceptions of the nature of the university experience jump from the first of these states to the last – almost all learning was presumed to take place behind closed doors in class, until, on completion of the doctorate, the learner was required to produce not only an original contribution to knowledge, but one which would be of publishable quality. Over time, the bar of public scholarship moved with the expectation that PhD students would present at conferences, and publish during their research. Creative arts moved faster than other areas with the common practice of a public exhibition in the final undergraduate year. However, in the past decade, the use of a wide range of social media tools has radically moved the point of public engagement down into the undergraduate years for many students. It has now the case that learning is a public activity even in first year undergraduate programmes.

It can be argued that since the vast majority of students use social media tools publicly and comfortably, the use of those tools for learning is nothing novel, and university educators are in fact struggling to catch up on the tools used by undergraduates.
This is to miss a profound difference between voluntary participation in arguments about music or football on Facebook, and discussions leading to metacognitive transformations during the undergraduate years which need to be structured and scaffolded. Part of that is maintaining private spaces where learners can be wrong without being publicly embarrassed, either at that time or later.

It is important not only to define the circles of trust in our digital learning spaces, but to equip students with the skills to manage trusted conversations in knowledge creation. As students in their digital learning create data, it is important that they understand the responsibilities that go with that data, and the ethics of research when the subject of their research is their own and their colleagues learning processes. These have hitherto operated in separate silos, but need to be integrated.

**Grading to structure discussion spaces**

Setting understanding goals for this therefore requires authentic assessment informed by engaging with private and public spaces and treating different types of knowledge in the appropriate space. Academics are familiar with mapping learning to models like Bloom's Taxonomy or the Teaching for Understanding model. Mapping public and private space and explicit and tacit knowledge suggests a matrix.

Merging with the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge favoured by knowledge management, here the revised Bloom's Taxonomy adds a more finely grained scale (Krathwohl, 2002). “Spaces” for personal reflection and individual work are added to the proposed list of shared spaces for completeness.
In his revision of Bloom, Kraithwohl shows how grids similar to this can be used to locate course objectives with respect to the levels of the taxonomy; adding the space dimension allows specification of which objectives are most appropriately targeted along the personal-public axis. The progression from personal to public may not be linear, and some work may not comfortably sit just one box on a grid of this type.

Traditional assessments have tended to focus solely on the end-product; the terminal examination or essay, but breaking down the research process involved in creating a knowledge product – essay, paper, film, website or other transmedia presentation allows greater clarity not only on the steps of the process of research and knowledge creation, but also which elements can and should be public, and for which a degree of privacy is more pedagogically useful. Personal-public locations in the stages of the process might be:

- **Location of Sources**: Group or Class activity, probably private but after evaluation of the sources, the production of a curated bibliography would move to the public sphere.

- **Analysis of Argument** in sources is best done by breaking sources down as outlines or mindmaps to separate argument from evidence. If each student in a group is required to mindmap a source and share that with the group, a wider range of reading can be surveyed. However, while some students excel at this and will be happy to have this material become public, others will not. This is a step where some media degree of privacy needs to be agreed by a group.

- **Literature Review** of the existing knowledge on the topic flows logically from the previous step; this may include a discussion in which learners work out the scope of the debates: this discussion would benefit from being frank and private while the finished product would be public.
• Essay plans in various forms would initially be an individual product, refined by group discussion but rarely intended to become public

• Initial writing of drafts would be an individual task but in a collaborative exercise, those drafts would be shared and edited into a combined text by the group. Even though this step is late in the process, it is one which students peer comments on each others writing would need to be most private. Within a group, anonymous commenting might be desirable, much in the manner that academic peer review is anonymous. The process here would thus move from individual drafting through closed group editing to a final, edited product fit for public exposure.

In these stages, ‘public’ will vary depending on discipline and level of students. First year undergraduates are rarely required to present work in any public space. Senior undergraduates are expected as a matter of course to be able to present their work at least to their class.

Understanding where work stands on a public-private axis should inform grading. Rubrics for grading closed discussions should value honest, insightful and timely contributions to the discussion rather than presentation and literary style whereas public outputs would require attention to those and weight the grading accordingly. Private spaces should be treated as locations for experimenting with new ideas in trusted conversations, without being penalized for mistakes or struggling to express them whereas finished products need to be clear enough to speak to a public audience.

Conclusion

A learning space and a learning conversation can happen in any place, physical or virtual, and can now be archived effortlessly in a persistent personal learning archive for reuse in the future in an unanticipated contexts. What is important therefore is not only the space, but putting effort into making explicit for students practices of discourse designed to allow honest, open exploratory conversations to happen.

Clarity about the nature of a learning space, whether it is physical or virtual will not only help students develop awareness of how to manage knowledge conversations, but also restore spaces in which learners are free to fail because they are in a group which is aware of the appropriate, fair and ethical use of the data created in the learning process.
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